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Abstract 45 

One of the principal functions of the brain is to control movement and rapidly adapt 46 

behavior to a changing external environment. Over the last decades our ability to monitor 47 

activity in the brain, manipulate it while also manipulating the environment the animal 48 

moves through, has been tackled with increasing sophistication. Yet, our ability to track the 49 

movement of the animal in real time has not kept pace. Here we use a Dynamic Vision 50 

Sensor (DVS) based event-driven neuromorphic camera system to implement real-time, 51 

low-latency tracking of a single whisker that mice can move at ~ 25 Hz. The customized DVS-52 

system described here converts whisker motion into a series of events that can be used to 53 

estimate the position of the whisker and to trigger a position-based output interactively 54 

within 2 milliseconds. This neuromorphic chip based closed-loop system provides feedback 55 

rapidly, and flexibly.  With this system, it becomes possible to use the movement of 56 

whiskers or in principal, movement of any part of the body to reward, punish, in a rapidly 57 

reconfigurable way.  These methods can be used to manipulate behavior, and the neural 58 

circuits that help animals adapt to changing values of a sequence of motor actions. 59 
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Significance statement 60 

Here we implemented a method for tracking and reacting to movement in real time 61 

at low latency i.e. in 2 milliseconds. We use a neuromorphic camera chip to track movement 62 

of a whisker and generate an output based on whisker position. With training, mice learn to 63 

move whiskers to virtual target locations. Combined with the recent sophisticated 64 

techniques for monitoring and manipulating brain activity, methods like ours can be used to 65 

manipulate behavior or neural circuits that help animals adapt to changing values of a 66 

sequence of motor actions.  67 
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Introduction 68 

Context matters.  Whether a stimulus is large or small, whether it includes the center 69 

and surround, whether it is passively applied or actively perceived, whether cortical circuits 70 

are active or inactive when the stimulus occurs, all matter for perception of a stimulus. One 71 

state of the art development in which context can be changed rapidly, flexibly and in many 72 

dimensions at one time is to immerse animals in virtual worlds and to artificially modify the 73 

interaction between the animal and the world. In virtual reality systems, animals are placed 74 

on floating-balls, treadmills or floating “Air-track”  systems, and the movement of the 75 

platform is tracked in relation to a streaming visual or “real” world presented to the animal 76 

(Hölscher et al., 2005; Dombeck et al., 2007; Harvey et al., 2009; Sofroniew et al., 2014; 77 

Nashaat et al., 2017; Voigts and Harnett, 2018; Dominiak et al., 2019). These systems can 78 

even be used to introduce counterfactual features into the “real” sensory environment, 79 

creating illusions that can be used to understand how the brain interprets the external 80 

world, creates representations of the world, or remembers features of the world (Keller et 81 

al., 2012). Combined with recent genetic, optical or electrophysiological techniques, these 82 

virtual-reality systems provide amazing opportunities for studying learning, memory and 83 

perception. 84 

While these systems are extraordinarily powerful, they are primarily based on real-85 

time tracking of artificial elements, i.e. the movement of a ball, platform or a treadmill, and 86 

not on tracking the aspect of behavior that the brain directly controls – the body. The major 87 

challenge for generating feedback in real-time is that for feedback to be meaningful it has to 88 

be fast; consequently, when behavioral events occur, they have to be tracked accurately 89 

and rapidly.  Even though it is becoming obvious that behaviors occur in multiple sensory- 90 
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motor dimensions simultaneously (Musall et al., 2018; Dominiak et al., 2019; Stringer et al., 91 

2019), the dominant approach in systems neuroscience is still to track behavior in a single 92 

dimension: a cue triggers a movement and the endpoint of movement is fixed inflexibly at a 93 

single spatial location detected by a contact, or a beam break  (Evarts, 1966, 1968; Bermejo 94 

et al., 1996; Bermejo et al., 1998; Sachdev et al., 2001; O’Connor et al., 2010; Stüttgen and 95 

Schwarz, 2010). A powerful and promising new avenue, that has the potential to be more 96 

flexible, has been to use image-processing methods that, in combination with machine 97 

vision approaches, extract a certain feature of the animal body from video frames (Mathis 98 

et al., 2018). However, currently these approaches suffer from a high order of data 99 

parallelism and redundancy at each step of data processing i.e. data acquisition, data 100 

transfer to the host computer, and conversion of the acquired frames. Consequently, these 101 

systems work at latencies of 50–100 ms which make them unsuitable for tracking fast 102 

events such as whisker moving at frequencies up to 25 Hz (Forys et al., 2018; Štih et al., 103 

2019).  104 

Another solution has been to perform parallel processing at the level of sensors, thus 105 

reducing the computation time and permitting real-time tracking.  The Pixy camera is one 106 

iteration of this solution; it preprocesses objects based on a color code (Nashaat et al., 107 

2017). The Dynamic Vision Sensor (DVS) is another realization of a sensor-level computation 108 

approach (Delbruck, 2008). It is a retina-inspired neuromorphic camera where each sensor 109 

unit of the camera can be in principle viewed as a difference filter that detects a change in 110 

luminance at given position. Compared to the Pixy camera, it has a transfer speed more 111 

suitable for behavioral experiments, especially for low latency real time tracking of 112 

whiskers. The DVS neuromorphic sensors have been reported to implement real-time low-113 
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latency solutions for detecting lines and line segments (Conradt et al., 2009; Grompone von 114 

Gioi et al., 2012; Everding and Conradt, 2018), corners (Vasco et al., 2016; Mueggler et al., 115 

2017) and other more complex shapes (Lagorce et al., 2015).  Here we created a virtual 116 

spatial area around the mouse’s face and built the “FastEvent” system to track whisker 117 

position, and generate feedback based on position of whiskers. This system can be 118 

conditioned to track a whisker in real time at low latency. Tracking compares favorably to 119 

offline tracking with high-speed cameras.  With our system it is possible to generate 120 

behaviorally relevant feedback from whisker movement and positioning in 2 ms.  121 
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Materials and Methods 122 

FastEvent system for tracking whiskers 123 

The DVS Camera: Here we use a neuromorphic camera system, the Dynamic Vision 124 

Sensor (DVS) camera  (DVS240C; IniVation, Switzerland, RRID:SCR_017283) to track whiskers 125 

at a short latency in real time. It consists of a 240 x 180 matrix of sensor units. Each sensor 126 

unit contains  a set of transistors and a photodiode (Delbruck, 2008; Brandli et al., 2014). 127 

Unlike cameras consisting of a CCD or CMOS arrays, each sensor unit uses a differentiator 128 

circuit and two comparator units as its output, and each unit generates an ON or OFF event 129 

when an increase or decrease in luminance is detected. In contrast to the conventional 130 

CMOS/CCD cameras, the DVS camera is frameless; it sequentially collects and transmits 131 

information about when and where luminance changes occurred. The biases of each 132 

transistor component – gains and thresholds for luminance changes -- in the sensor units 133 

can be configured programmatically to adjust the ON/OFF events and ensure that they 134 

occur primarily during behaviors of interest. To ensure that event detection occurred 135 

rapidly, at short latency, the source-follower bias on the DVS was kept high (Lichtsteiner et 136 

al., 2008). 137 

Data representation on the DVS camera: As a whisker (or any other object) moves in 138 

front of the sensor matrix, the FPGA unit on the DVS camera collects the ON/OFF events 139 

from the sensor array and converts the events into a format referred to as the address-140 

event representation (AER) – a 64-bit binary representation of each event -- consisting of: 1) 141 

a device-internal timestamp; 2) the polarity of the response, i.e. ON or OFF; 3) x- and y- 142 

coordinates of the source sensor unit, as well as other internal boolean flags. In short, the 143 

read out of the AER provides the location and timing of luminance changes on the matrix of 144 
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sensors. The series of AER events in the DVS camera were output via a USB 2.0 high-speed 145 

connection to the host computer (Lenovo K450e, 3.2 GHz Core i5 4460, with 12 GB DDR3-146 

RAM, 1 TB SATA HDD, and NVIDIA GeForce GT 720, running Windows 8.1 and Java SE 1.8 147 

runtime environment) (Figure 1A). The communication between the camera and computer 148 

is controlled via a libusb-based driver bundled with the camera. The nominal interval of 149 

communication for the host program was configurable and was set to 1 ms, ensuring a low 150 

latency. 151 

User interface software: The DVS camera is supplied with a Java-based open-source 152 

software called jAER (http://jaerproject.org/). Here we used jAER to modify the transistor 153 

biases of the sensor array, to configure the USB communication, and to visualize the 154 

spatiotemporal distribution of events coming from the DVS camera. Each iteration of 155 

communication with the DVS camera is represented as a packet of events inside the 156 

software (Delbruck, 2008). Analytical procedures, being referred to as “filters”, can be used 157 

to process each packet and to filter events or generate a new set of events inside the 158 

packet. In addition, a set of filters can be chained together to process event packets 159 

sequentially one after another.  160 

jAER comes with generic built-in filters, and some were used here: 1) the XYFilter 161 

was used to pass events onward if they occur inside a user-specified region of interest (ROI) 162 

(Figure 1A, ROI selection); the HotPixelFilter was used to remove the events generated on 163 

sensor units that produce a large number of  dark-events (Figure 1A, Hot-pixel removal); the 164 

BackgroundActivityFilter was used to remove solitary events i.e. when a single sensor unit 165 

generates  emits an event and no adjacent units emit an event at the same time (Figure 1A, 166 

Noise reduction).  167 
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In addition to using the generic built-in filters, we designed a custom-made 168 

MeanTracker filter that tracked whisker position. This filter was used to estimate positions 169 

of a labeled object (Figure 1A, Position estimation). The MeanTracker assumed that there 170 

was only a single luminescent object in the field of view, and computed this objects position 171 

by calculating the center of mass of the detected object. Using a weighted-average scheme, 172 

the MeanTracker updated the estimated position of the object each time an event packet 173 

was received.   174 

More specifically, the MeanTracker filter computed the weighted average of the i-th 175 

event packet, xi, based on the recorded positions of individual events in the packet xi, {xij} (j 176 

= 1, …, N), as: 177 

 = 1   
For each time point t, the weighted contribution of the i-th packet wi, whose reception time 178 

was ti, was computed as: 179 

 =    
 

where τ is the integration time constant. By using pairs of the weight wi and the position xi, 180 

the position of the object, xe(t), at each time point t, was estimated as a weighted average 181 

of the contributions of all the packets up to the time point: 182 

( )  =  ∑∑  

We introduced this weighted-averaging approach because  the number of events in each 183 

packet varied considerably. When the number of packets is too small, noise events coming 184 

from unlabeled objects contribute inordinately in the event packet, and can lead to 185 

inaccurate position estimates. We therefore used a short 200–300 μs integration time 186 
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constant τ in order to ensure that at least tens of events contribute to position estimation 187 

even when not much movement was observed. Real-time estimation of labeled–object 188 

positions was output to a comma separated variable (CSV) file, referred to as the 189 

MeanTracker log which was saved for post-hoc analysis. 190 

Virtual target-based position evaluation:  The position of the tracked object 191 

computed by MeanTracker was evaluated (Figure 1A) by specifying a rectangular “virtual 192 

target” region on the jAER graphical interface, and by assessing whether the tracked object 193 

position was inside or outside of the target region. The virtual target region was 194 

interactively specified throughout a single recording session. The status of the evaluation 195 

was also logged to the MeanTracker log file. The coordinates of the virtual target region 196 

were logged to another CSV file, and were referred to during analysis. 197 

Generating feedback: The output from the MeanTracker was a TTL-high or -low level, 198 

reflecting the position of the tracked object, i.e. whether it was inside or outside the virtual 199 

target region. Through a UDP communication, the resulting evaluation was output to a 200 

custom C++-based program called the FastEventServer. This server, which ran on the same 201 

PC that ran the jAER, commanded the output to a driver program (Figure 1A).  202 

The output driver for FastEventServer was based on the Arduino UNO single-board 203 

microcontroller (https://www.arduino.cc/, RRID:SCR_017284). It used an ordinary USB-204 

serial communication that is built into the Arduino UNO (i.e. a serial communication over a 205 

USB 1.1 full-speed connection). Because the original UNO kernel (a.k.a. bootloader) cannot 206 

work at rates that are greater than 1 kHz, we implemented a custom kernel, which we call 207 

the arduino-FastEventTrigger kernel, using LUFA 208 

http://www.fourwalledcubicle.com/LUFA.php; release 100807), based on the arduino-209 
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usbserial project (https://github.com/arduino/ArduinoCore-210 

avr/tree/master/firmwares/atmegaxxu2/arduino-usbserial). The Arduino-FastEventTrigger 211 

kernel has the Atmega16u2 USB-to-serial chip (instead of the main ATmega328P chip on the 212 

UNO) generating the output in response to the USB–serial commands. 213 

Hardware for detecting the timing of the triggered output: To determine the 214 

response latency of the FastEvent system, we used the auxiliary TTL-level digital input port 215 

equipped on the DVS camera. The FPGA unit on the camera treats the edges of TTL signals 216 

as “special events” and gives them timestamps, as it does for the sensor ON- and OFF- 217 

events. By plugging the output of the FastEvent sytem to this TTL input port, it was possible 218 

to estimate the total response latency by examining the sensor event timestamps and 219 

comparing them to the “special event” timestamps. The difference in the timing of these 220 

events corresponded to the delay between the onset of motion and the output of the 221 

FastEvent system. 222 

Set-up specifications: The DVS camera was used with a Kowa LM5NCR objective 223 

(f=4.5 mm, F1.4 with manual iris; the iris was fully or almost fully opened during the 224 

experiments). The resulting field of view for the DVS camera was ~40–50 mm. The ROI of 225 

tracking was selected so that it covered the full-sweep of the UV-painted part of the 226 

whisker, and was typically 20–40 pixels (3–5 mm) along the mediolateral axis and around 227 

100 pixels (~15 mm) along the anteroposterior direction. The Arduino-based output board 228 

was connected to the computer with a USB 1.1 cable. A BNC connector was attached to the 229 

output of the Arduino-based board and this output was connected directly to the DVS 230 

camera and other data acquisition devices. 231 

 232 
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Experiments using a plucked whisker 233 

 Preparation: A B1 whisker was plucked from an anesthetized mouse. The whisker 234 

was glued to the arm of a servo motor (Futaba S3114) and painted using the UV dye (see 235 

the section below). The servo motor was driven by an Arduino UNO board, by means of the 236 

“Servo” library (https://www.arduino.cc/en/Reference/Servo). The motor swept the 237 

whisker 12 degrees back and forth in 1–6 degree step.  The interval between steps was 20–238 

300 ms. The whisker was driven at different frequencies, in a particular sequence from a low 239 

frequency to a high one: 0.139 Hz (1 degree/step, 300 ms clock cycle, 5 sweeps), 0.417 Hz (1 240 

degree/step, 100 ms clock cycle, 5 sweeps), 1.04 Hz (1 degree/step, 40 ms clock cycle, 5 241 

sweeps), 2.08 Hz (1 degree/step, 20 ms clock cycle, 10 sweeps), 4.17 Hz (2 degree/step, 20 242 

ms clock cycle, 20 sweeps), 6.25 Hz (3 degree/step, 20 ms clock cycle, 20 sweeps), 8.33 Hz (4 243 

degree/step, 20 ms clock cycle, 40 sweeps) and 12.5 Hz (6 degree/step, 20 ms clock cycle, 244 

40 sweeps). 245 

 Data Acquisition: The sequence of motion was repeated several times using different 246 

integration time constants for the MeanTracker on the FastEvent system. The DVS camera 247 

was positioned for a top view, capturing the back and forth rotation of the whisker. As a 248 

check of the actual motion of the motor and whisker, a Basler acA800-510uc high-speed 249 

camera was deployed at 200 FPS. In addition to the computer running the FastEvent system, 250 

another Windows 10 computer was used to run a custom-made acquisition software (ZR 251 

view, Robert Zollner, Eichenau) to acquire high speed videos. 252 

Analysis: We estimated the angle of whisker rotation, individually from the high-253 

speed videos and from the MeanTracker log files generated from the FastEvent system, 254 

before comparing the two data types. 255 
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To track whisker motion on the high-speed videos, the “videobatch” python library 256 

was used. In this analysis we used the data acquired at a lower frequency (0.139 Hz) and fit 257 

the commanded movement of the whisker to the actual motion recorded with the high-258 

speed camera. The result of this fitting process was used to estimate the angle of rotation. 259 

For the FastEvent tracking data, the center of rotation in the field of view during each trial 260 

was first estimated by visual examination of the two-dimensional movement histograms 261 

derived from the raw AER data. The radius and the angle of rotation at each time point were 262 

then computed based on the X- and Y- coordinates recorded on the MeanTracker log file.  263 

To correct for the different time bases for high-speed camera tracking and the 264 

FastEvent tracking, the two data streams were temporally scaled. Briefly, we first split the 265 

data into periods of individual frequency settings. Then we manually marked the first and 266 

the last turns in each frequency setting for both high-speed and FastEvent tracking streams. 267 

Finally, we fit the periods between the two time points with a least-squares approach. The 268 

RMS error was defined as the moment-to-moment absolute difference between the fitted 269 

horizontal motion based on the high-speed video and the horizontal motion from the 270 

MeanTracker log file (i.e. FastEvent tracking). The gain of motion was defined as the ratio of 271 

the standard deviation for the motion on FastEvent tracking and standard deviation of the 272 

motion tracked in the high-speed video. 273 

 274 

LED-based experiments for estimating the trigger latency 275 

Two LEDs (588 nm, yellow, 5 mm diameter) were positioned side by side, ~15 mm 276 

apart, and their flickering was captured in a top view by the DVS camera. We configured the 277 

view so that only one LED was located inside the target region. The on/off sequences of the 278 
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LEDs were controlled by an Arduino UNO so that their flashing alternated at 4 Hz (250 ms 279 

per cycle). To minimize the effect of the integration time constant on the FastEvent tracking, 280 

each LED was flashed only for 62 ms (i.e. 1/4 cycle) of every cycle. Because the event rate 281 

can affect the processing latency, the brightness of the LEDs was tuned so that the average 282 

DVS event rate matched the event rate during the animal experiments (i.e. 10–50 283 

events/ms). The on/off command signals for the LEDs, and the output triggers from the 284 

FastEvent system, were recorded at ~16.6 kHz using the Power1401 interface (CED, 285 

RRID:SCR_017282) and the Spike2 software (CED, RRID:SCR_000903). 286 

 287 

Animal preparation 288 

All animal procedures were performed in accordance with the [Author University] 289 

animal care committee's regulations.  290 

Animals: C57 black 6 mice (n = 5; RRID:IMSR_JAX:000664) were used in in this study. 291 

Mice were used for validation during system and behavioral task development (i.e. profiling 292 

the tracking and triggering) and were trained in a behavioral task. Animals were housed 293 

under the 12/12 h reverse day/night cycle. 294 

Surgery: A headpost was surgically attached on the skull.  Animals were anesthetized 295 

with ketamine / xylazine (90 / 10 mg / Kg body weight) and placed on a feedback regulated 296 

heating pad. After subcutaneous lidocaine injection, skin and fascia were removed. A 297 

lightweight aluminum head post was attached using a Rely-X (3M) cement, followed by Jet 298 

acrylic black cement. Animals were monitored during recovery and were given antibiotics 299 

enroflaxicin and analgesics (Buprenorphine / Carprofen).  300 
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Whisker painting: UV painting of a whisker increased its reflectance and helped 301 

tracking, in both the post hoc analyses of high-speed videos (Nashaat et al., 2017; Dominiak 302 

et al., 2019) and  in the real-time DVS tracking by amplifying the signal-to-noise ratio to the 303 

other non-painted objects. At the beginning of each recording session, a small amount of UV 304 

paint (UV glow) was applied on the C1 whisker. During data acquisition, a custom powered, 305 

inhouse UV-LED torch, was used to deliver UV-A (370–400 nm) illumination that made the 306 

painted whisker glow. The UV torch generated a beam with 3–3.5 cm diameter, with ~300 307 

mW of power, and a radiance of ~10 degrees. The torch was positioned 20–25 cm above the 308 

animal, with the beam directed from behind the animal, toward the painted whisker (see 309 

Nashaat et al., 2017 for more details).  310 

 311 

System profiling experiments 312 

For profiling tracking and triggering using the FastEvent system, we tracked a labeled 313 

whisker in naïve mice – i.e. those that had not been trained in any specific behavioral task 314 

with their whiskers. After surgery, mice were habituated to the experimenter, to the setup, 315 

to head-fixation, and to whisker painting, before being used in the experiments. Three to 316 

four days of handling, head-fixing and painting were sufficient to acclimate them. During 317 

acquisition, the animal was head-fixed, and its whiskers were tracked under UV illumination.  318 

The DVS camera and a Basler acA800-510uc high-speed color camera were 319 

positioned above the animal. High-speed videos (250–270 FPS) and Fastevent system data 320 

were acquired simultaneously. Two data acquisition computers were used; one was used to 321 

run the FastEvent system, the other Windows 10 computer was used to acquire the high 322 

speed video with the ZR view inhouse acquisition software. The output of the FastEvent 323 
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system --the output of the Arduino-based board -- was monitored as an input in the 324 

auxiliary input port of the DVS camera (see the descriptions above for details). 325 

 326 

Sensory feedback experiments 327 

We performed a visual association experiment, where mice were trained to lick after 328 

a flash of an LED during the auditory Go-cue.  During training and during the experiment, 329 

mice were water deprived up to 85% of their initial body weight. Mice were first trained to 330 

perform a visual detection task in which a visual cue (800 ms duration, flashing at 2–5 Hz) 331 

was presented in their field of view, at random intervals. Visual stimuli were generated 332 

using a green (568 nm) LED and were delivered through a fiber optic cable.  333 

The intervals between stimuli were exponentially distributed with a mean value of 334 

8–10 s. Mice obtained a reward if they responded to the cue by licking during the response 335 

window which began 3 s after the onset of LED flashes. To suppress spontaneous licking 336 

behavior, a time out punishment was imposed; if a mouse licked in the second before the 337 

visual stimuli began, the onset of the next visual cue was delayed, i.e. there was increase in 338 

the waiting period. The hit rate and the rate of spontaneous licking were used to assess the 339 

animal’s performance. For monitoring the licking behavior, a piezo element was attached to 340 

the lick port, and its signal was amplified using an inhouse custom made amplifier. A drop of 341 

water (2–5 μL) was used as the reward, and its delivery was controlled using a solenoid 342 

valve (Takasago PS-1615NC).  343 

Once the animals had learned the association between the visual cue and the 344 

reward, the “Passive” behavioral paradigm began. In this paradigm, mice were trained to 345 

lick in response to the visual cue (800 ms duration, flashing at the 2–5 Hz frequency) when 346 
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an auditory cue – a cue that turned on before the visual cue -- was also audible. The 347 

auditory Go-cue was generated using a piezo buzzer, and was delivered intermittently at 3–348 

5 Hz for up to 5 s. The latency to the visual cue after the auditory cue turned on was variable 349 

but it was at least 250 ms and up to 2.5 seconds. The auditory cues were terminated right 350 

after the animal licked irrespective of whether the visual cue had already been presented or 351 

not. Mice were rewarded only when they licked after the visual stimulus was flashed on. 352 

Intervals between individual auditory Go-cues were set randomly (exponentially distributed 353 

with 8–10 s mean), but as described above, they were reset if the animal licked <1 s before 354 

the beginning of the auditory cue.  355 

After several sessions in which mice performed the Passive behavioral paradigm, we 356 

trained mice in an “Active” paradigm. Mice had to perform almost the same task in both the 357 

Passive and Active paradigm, except that in the Active task, the visual stimulus was 358 

generated as a sensory feedback. Based on the output from the FastEvent system, the LED 359 

turned on when the painted whisker was inside the virtual target region. Mice were 360 

rewarded if they licked after the LED turned on -- the painted whisker was moving into the 361 

virtual target region – and the auditory Go-cue (delivered intermittently at 3–5 Hz for up to 362 

5 s) was also active. Note that once the cross-threshold event was triggered during the cued 363 

period, the animal could move its whiskers out of the target region. During licking there was 364 

no requirement for the whiskers to be at any particular target region. 365 

Hardware: Licking, whisk events, as well as multiple other tasks were monitored, 366 

controlled and stored using a single-board computer (STM32 NUCLEO-F411RE, ST 367 

Microelectronics) which in turn was controlled and monitored by a PC with a Python 368 

program based on the “ublock” custom library.  369 
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A Basler acA800-510uc high speed camera was used to acquire videos at 200 FPS, by 370 

means of the ZR View acquisition software running on a Windows 10 computer. Data 371 

acquisition was configured such that a single trial of video frames centered around reward 372 

delivery -- 2.5 second before and 2.5 s after the reward -- were saved as individual movies. 373 

The timing of the sensory cues, reward, the TTL output from the FastEvent system, and the 374 

beginning and end of each trial were also captured with Spike2 software, via a 1401 data 375 

acquisition interface.  376 

 377 

Analytical procedures 378 

Experimental design and statistical analysis: For each animal experiment, we used 2 379 

adult (at least 60 days old) male mice with the C57B6 background. We ran four behavioral 380 

sessions for the system profiling (i.e. no-task) experiments, and 13 behavioral sessions (2 381 

passive, and 11 active) for the experiments with behavioral tasks.  For the active paradigm 382 

we acquired and analyzed 1479 active trials, and for the passive paradigms, we used 337 383 

passive trials. We used Kormogorov-Smirnov test to examine differences. 384 

During examination of whisking strategy under the active paradigm, each of the 11 385 

behavioral sessions (5–6 sessions each from the 2 animals) consisted of at least 10 trials out 386 

of at least 5 target locations. To determine if the univariate linear regression model had a 387 

non-zero slope, we utilized Mann-Whitney U-test. To determine if the multivariate linear 388 

regression model had a significant explained variance, we compared the results of the raw 389 

dataset with the outcomes from the corresponding shuffled dataset, using Wilcoxon signed-390 

rank test. To compare the amount of variance explained by  the set point and by the 391 

amplitude during each session we used the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. To compare the 392 
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variance explained in the different behavioral phases (i.e. Wait, Hit, Lick; see below for 393 

definitions) in each  session we used a Wilcoxon signed-rank test with Holm-Bonferroni 394 

correction.  395 

Software: Positions of the labeled whisker in high-speed videos were tracked using a 396 

custom-made ImageJ (RRID:SCR_003070) plugin (“Pixylator”) or the equivalent “videobatch” 397 

custom Python library. These libraries work in a similar fashion as the real time tracking on 398 

jAER does, i.e. they compute the weighted average of luminance intensities of the region 399 

with similar hue values (Dominiak et al., 2019). To generate event data at arbitrary time 400 

points the AER-format log files generated by jAER were read and analyzed in Python, by 401 

using the “aerpy” custom library.  402 

Python (https://www.python.org/, version 3.7.2, RRID:SCR_008394) (van Rossum, 403 

1995), Scipy (http://www.scipy.org/, version 1.2.0, RRID:SCR_008058) (Jones et al., 2001-), 404 

NumPy (http://www.numpy.org/, version 1.15.4, RRID:SCR_008633) (van der Walt et al., 405 

2011), Bottleneck (https://github.com/kwgoodman/bottleneck, version 1.2.1), Matplotlib 406 

(https://matplotlib.org/, version 3.0.2, RRID:SCR_008624) (Hunter, 2007), Pandas 407 

(https://pandas.pydata.org/, version 0.23.4) (McKinney, 2010), and Jupyter 408 

(https://jupyter.org/, version 1.0.0) (Perez and Granger, 2007) were used for general 409 

analytical procedures. 410 

Alignment of DVS and high-speed camera data: The spatial and temporal scaling of 411 

the DVS camera system varied from experiment to experiment. When the system was being 412 

tested and profiled the time course of whisker positions in each MeanTracker log file was 413 

first aligned to the corresponding high-speed video data by matching the manually-selected 414 

representative whisker positions that were evident as peaks in a trace of whisker 415 
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movement. A linear regression between the two sets of temporally-aligned whisker 416 

positions (in the high speed video and in DVS) was then performed to determine the spatial 417 

scale of the DVS compared to that of the high-speed video. To determine the scale of the 418 

DVS during training sessions, histograms of the whisker position acquired with the high-419 

speed videos and in the DVS MeanTracker logs, were compared. In particular, the curve of 420 

each MeanTracker histogram was fit to its high speed-video counterpart by linear 421 

transformations of the position and the log-fraction, by minimizing the squared-error in the 422 

direction of the log-fraction. The resulting coefficient for transformation was used to 423 

estimate the target positions for the whisker. 424 

Behavioral events: Lick and threshold crossing (whisk) events were extracted from 425 

the session log file generated by the “ublock” Python library during the behavioral task.  To 426 

calculate success rates, trials in which mice were rewarded were considered a “success”. 427 

Trials were discarded, unless they included one whisk event during the auditory cue period, 428 

or unless the mouse responded to the auditory cue with a lick. In the calculation of whisk 429 

event frequency, we performed a post-hoc debouncing procedure,  so that neighboring 430 

whisk events had a minimum inter-event interval of 20 ms. 431 

Timestamp-based estimation of trigger latency: We examined the difference in 432 

device-internal timestamps between the sensor events (i.e. when the motion occurred) and 433 

its special events counterpart (i.e. when the TTL output was delivered). To do so, we picked 434 

up the first event packet that contributed in changing the trigger status i.e. the first event 435 

packet after the estimated whisker position crossed the border of the target region. The 436 

earliest event timestamp in the event packet was considered to be the timestamp for the 437 

event packet, and thus were the timepoint of motion event generation (i.e. trigger 438 
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evaluation). We then identified the corresponding “Special event” in the series of events in 439 

the AER log file: because “Special events” occur when the DVS camera detects edge signals 440 

in its auxiliary input, this event should correspond to the physical occurrence of the trigger. 441 

For each border-crossing events, we computed the difference between the timestamp of 442 

the motion-derived event packet and the timestamp of the corresponding special event. 443 

Analysis of whisker dynamics: Upper and lower bounds including the entire envelope 444 

of whisker position were calculated based on the minimal and maximal values within a 100 445 

ms-radius sliding window. To minimize the effect of any abrupt changes, the results of the 446 

sliding-window analysis were further smoothed using the 100 ms-radius sliding-mean filter.  447 

Lower bound of the envelope was then defined as the (instantaneous) set point. The 448 

difference between the upper and the lower bounds of the envelope was defined as the 449 

(instantaneous) amplitude.  450 

For the analysis of trial-aligned whisker motion, we split each trial into 3 periods:  A 451 

Wait (-1.5 s to -0.5 s relative to the reward trigger), Hit (-0.5 s to 0 s), and Lick (0 s to +1 s) 452 

periods. The lower and upper bounds of whisker movement, as well as the amplitude, were 453 

averaged for each period, and each trial. To estimate the slope of each whisking parameter, 454 

with respect to the target location, we performed a linear regression. 455 

To estimate the contribution of set points and amplitudes to the variability of target 456 

positions, a multiple linear regression model was built. For each trial-based period p for all 457 

trials from each behavioral session, we solved a regression problem to estimate 458 

contribution for the variability of set points, Xsetpoint, and amplitudes, Xamplitude, to the 459 

variability of target positions, Xtarget, for individual trials: 460 

 ~  +    +  
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where the subscript p stands for one of the Wait, Hit and Lick trial-based periods. For all the 461 

positional values, the averages during corresponding trial-based periods were used. After 462 

estimating the optimal parameter set {Ap, Bp, Cp}, the residual variability was computed by 463 

subtraction of the estimated target position (i.e. from the set point and the amplitude of the 464 

trial), , from the actual target position  to be summed up as: 465 

 =  (  −  )  

The R2 values, R2
data, were calculated from SSdata and the total variance of the target, 466 =  ∑(  –  ( )) , as R2

data = 1 – SSdata / SStotal. For the shuffled dataset, 467 

regression and the rest of calculation were performed using the shuffled target positions to 468 

derive R2
shuffled. Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to compare the statistics between R2

data 469 

and R2
shuffled for each trial-based period. For multiple pairwise tests between different trial-470 

based periods, Wilcoxon signed-rank test was performed with Holm-Bonferroni correction.  471 

To estimate the contribution of set points and amplitudes, the data sets were 472 

partially shuffled. In the case of set points, regression analysis was performed on the set 473 

point values after they had been shuffled.  The variability with shuffled set points, R2
*setpoint, 474 

was first computed. The contribution of the set point was then estimated as R2
data – 475 

R2
*setpoint. The same procedures were followed in the case of amplitude. Wilcoxon signed-476 

rank test was used to compare contributions of set points and amplitudes for variability of 477 

targets. For multiple pairwise tests between different trial-based periods, Wilcoxon signed-478 

rank test was performed with Holm-Bonferroni correction. 479 

Code availability: The software described in the paper is freely available online at 480 

[URL redacted for double-blind review]. 481 
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 482 

Results 483 

Implementation of neuromorphic camera based real-time tracking 484 

Proof of principle experiments in 5 mice were performed with the customized 485 

neuromorphic camera system. To determine whether single whiskers could be tracked using 486 

the DVS camera, the whisker was painted with UV paint, backlit and tracked with a 487 

conventional camera-based tracking approach (Dominiak et al., 2019), and with a 488 

neuromorphic camera (Figure 1A). Once the sensitivity of pixels had been tuned, the labeled 489 

whisker could be clearly detected by the DVS camera and simultaneously by the high-speed 490 

color camera (Figure 1B).  491 

Next by collecting packets of motion events – i.e. luminance changes above a certain 492 

threshold in individual pixels -- an object-tracking algorithm was implemented by integrating 493 

events over time. To reduce the effect of “noise”, i.e. to remove events that did not derive 494 

from the labeled whisker, and to account for variability in the number of events in individual 495 

packets, each packet was weighted with an inverse exponential of the time elapsed (see 496 

Materials and Methods for details). 497 

To profile the real-time tracking efficiency of this system, we performed experiments 498 

on a plucked B1 whisker driven by a servo motor. To examine the effect of integration time 499 

constants on the real time tracking, we used 3 different values for the time constant: 100, 500 

300 and 1000 μs (Figure 2A-D). An integration time constant of 300 μs was almost as 501 

effective as the high-speed camera-based post hoc tracking (Figure 2, top panels). 502 

Nevertheless, the real-time-tracked trace appeared noisier, and overshot the post-hoc 503 

tracking especially at times when the whisker changed directions. These differences in the 504 
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tracking results seem to reflect the differences in the tracking strategies. The FastEvent 505 

system is based on tracking of the leading edge of motion, whereas the high-speed camera-506 

based tracking is based on the center of mass of the object.  507 

Increasing the integration time constant to 1 ms decreased the apparent noise in the 508 

traces (Figure 2A, bottom traces), possibly because of the increased number of events per 509 

estimation.  The observation that increasing the integration time constant reduced the 510 

variability in the observed radius of motion during tracking (Figure 2B) and led to smaller 511 

tracking errors at low frequencies (Figure 2D) support this possibility. But there were 512 

negative consequences of increasing the time constant to 1 ms: it created a low pass-513 

filtering effect on the estimate of position (Figure 2A, C), which led to larger errors in the 514 

frequency domain corresponding to whisking (>5 Hz) (Figure 2D). Taken together, these 515 

observations suggested that a 200–300 μs integration time constant for the FastEvent 516 

system was the most stable for tracking frequencies up to 30 Hz. The angular errors were 517 

almost stable at ~1 degree, resulting in ~0.3 mm positional error for the 3 integration time 518 

constants here (Figure 2D). 519 

When we used awake, head-fixed mice that had not been trained in a task, and 520 

tracked their whiskers, the data from the real-time tracking of whisker position and post-521 

hoc tracking of the same trials and sessions generated comparable data (Figure 2E). The 522 

moment-to-moment difference in position estimated by the two methods was ~1 mm 523 

(Figure 2G).  524 

Analysis of the time varying power spectra of whisking showed that both the offline 525 

high speed (Figure 2F, top) and the DVS camera (Figure 2F, bottom) captured the same 526 

frequency components. The statistics of the differences in the data acquired by the DVS and 527 
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offline high-speed camera show that the majority of the data acquired in the two data 528 

streams fell between +/- 15 degrees of each other (Figure 2H). Together these results 529 

demonstrate that the DVS neuromorphic camera can be used to track single mouse 530 

whiskers in real time. 531 

Generating feedback in real–time 532 

The goal of real-time tracking of behavior is to provide feedback to the animal i.e. to 533 

manipulate the environment around the animal or to optogenetically manipulate the brain. 534 

To achieve this goal, we implemented an output from the DVS camera system that tracked 535 

whisker motion to a virtual target in real time (Figure 3A). Whenever the whisker was within 536 

the virtual target region (Figure 3B, blue), an output event was triggered (Figure 3B, pink).  537 

The latency to trigger an output was measured by taking the output (a TTL pulse) when the 538 

whisker moved to a target position and feeding it back directly into the DVS camera (Figure 539 

3A,B, Movie 1). We found that the TTL signals fed back to the DVS camera closely tracked 540 

the estimated whisker position, and they reflected whether the whisker was in the virtual 541 

target region (Figure 3C). Feedback to the DVS camera when the whisker entered or exited 542 

the target region occurred at around ~1.6 ms (Figure 3C, Movie 1).  543 

Although our method -- based on internal timestamps – is easy to use and provides 544 

an estimate of the trigger latency, it does not provide an estimate of the latency from the 545 

timepoint when an object moved. Because it was difficult to know the exact timing of 546 

whisker movement and the subsequent output / generation of a trigger, we used another 547 

electronic approach. We measured the motion created by flashes of a pair of LEDs turning 548 

on and off.  Motion was captured by the DVS camera, and the timing of trigger generation 549 

measured against the flash of light from the LED (Figure 3D). When we use this method to 550 
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estimate the latency, a miniscule ~0.1 ms -- over and above the latency estimated based on 551 

the internal time stamps method -- was added to the value of the latency estimate (Figure 552 

3E, N=502 ON-events; timestamp-based, 1.19±0.23 ms, external recording-based, 1.29±0.17 553 

ms). The additional 0.1 ms probably arises from the processes inside the DVS camera that 554 

generate and timestamp an event. This latency of event generation was consistent with the 555 

earlier reports on the DVS system (Lichtsteiner et al., 2008; Brandli et al., 2014). Taken 556 

together, our system can track motion and generate feedback signals at low latency below 2 557 

ms. 558 

Mice can associate the real–time feedback with whisker positions 559 

Can mice be trained to move a particular whisker to a target area, and can they 560 

make use of real-time feedback from the whisker position? To examine whether feedback 561 

could be used by mice, we trained 2 mice to whisk toward a virtual target (Figure 4, A–B). 562 

An auditory cue initiated the trial and it stayed on for 3 seconds, or until mice licked. Correct 563 

positioning of whiskers in the rectangular target region activated the visual stimulus, i.e. a 564 

fiber optic connected to an LED placed in front of the mouse (see Materials and Methods for 565 

detailed descriptions).  566 

To examine the effect of training to move to a virtual target, we compared the 567 

whisker positions in the “Passive” task (Figure 4C), to whisker position in an “Active” task 568 

(Figure 4D).  In the passive paradigm, whisker position was not associated with a target, but 569 

the LED indicated that mice could lick. Compared to the Passive task (Figure 4E, black), 570 

during the Active task (Figure 4E, blue) mice positioned their whiskers to generate whisk 571 

events – threshold-crossing events -- significantly more often during the cued period 572 

(p=1.32 x 10-26, Kormogorov–Smirnov test; N=236 passive vs. 646 active trials) (Figure 4E, 573 
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left). In addition, the latency from auditory cue onset to a whisk event (Figure 4E, right), and 574 

the latency from the visual cue onset to a lick event (Figure 4F) were both significantly 575 

shorter for Active trials (auditory cue response, p=2.81 x 10-74, KS test; visual cue response, 576 

p=8.84 x 10-23, KS test; N=337 passive vs. 1479 active trials).  Thus, we concluded that mice 577 

learned to respond proactively in the Active trials, as compared to their behavior in the 578 

passive trials.  Our results indicate that mice can associate the sensory feedback to their 579 

active behavior.  580 

Although mice learned a behavior during the task, it was not clear that they 581 

associated the position of the whisker with any sensory feedback. To examine whether mice 582 

learned to reposition their whiskers when the virtual target location changed,  we varied 583 

target positions back and forth during single sessions (Figure 5A). Each target position was 584 

used until mice had made 6–12 attempts to locate the target. Plots of whisker positions 585 

during individual trials showed that mice learned to position their whiskers to a virtual 586 

target (Figure 5B).   587 

To examine the strategy that mice employed in search of the target, each trial was 588 

split post hoc into three phases of behavior: 1) the “Wait” epoch before mice started to 589 

move whiskers (0.5 to 1.5 s before reward); 2) the “Hit” epoch in which mice move their 590 

whiskers to the target area (0.5 s before reward); and 3) the “Lick” epoch (0 to 1 s after 591 

reward delivery),  in which mice licked a lick tube to obtain a reward. As the target position 592 

moved (Figure 5A–D, dotted lines), the distribution of whisker positions also moved toward 593 

the target (Figure 5B).  As the target locations became more difficult – required larger 594 

protractions -- the starting position during the Wait phase did not shift when the target 595 

position shifted (Figure 5B, right most panels). But in these trials, when the animal moved 596 
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its whiskers, the position of the whisker during the Hit phase shifted toward the target 597 

position. Using these traces of whisker position, we plotted single trial histograms in the 598 

trial-based phase of behavior (Figure 5C).  We also plotted the average of whisker position 599 

for trials that had the same target location (Figure 5D). The plots show that, especially in the 600 

Hit phase, distribution of whisker positions shifts towards the target location. Even though 601 

there is a large distribution of whisker positions during each behavioral phase – i.e. mice 602 

move their whiskers back and forth through the same spatial location -- our results indicate 603 

that mice adapted their behavior to target position and move their whiskers to target 604 

locations, especially during the Wait and Hit phases.  605 

To assess whether mice change the set point of whisker position – i.e. hold their 606 

whiskers at or near the target location – or make large amplitude movements of their  607 

whiskers, as target positions change, we computed upper and lower bounds (an envelope) 608 

of whisker motion during each trial (Figure 6A). The lower bound of the envelope was 609 

defined as the set point of the C1 whisker and the difference between the upper and lower 610 

bound of the envelopes was defined as the whisking amplitude. The analysis revealed that 611 

the set point position and target position were correlated with each other during the Wait 612 

and Hit phases of the task, whereas this tendency was less obvious during the Lick phase 613 

(Figure 6B).  The whisking amplitude also tended to increase as the target moved further 614 

away from the resting set point of the whiskers (Figure 6C).  615 

To examine how the position of the whiskers changed with the different target 616 

locations, we quantified the slope of whisker position for 11 different behavioral sessions 617 

from 2 animals. The set point of whisking was significantly correlated with the target 618 

position and was significantly more correlated with target during the Hit phase than in the 619 
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Wait and Lick phases (Figure 6D, left).  There was no significant effect of changing the target 620 

location between the Wait, Hit and Lick phases on the amplitude of whisking (Figure 6D, 621 

right). 622 

Finally, to examine the individual contributions of the set point and whisking 623 

amplitude during the 3 phases of behavior, we used a multivariate regression model (see 624 

Materials and Methods for detailed description of the model). The analysis revealed that for 625 

every trial, and for each phase of the task, the variability in set points and amplitudes 626 

explained some of the variance in the position of the target. The variance explained by 627 

whisking parameters was significantly reduced when target position data were 628 

independently shuffled (Figure 6E). The R2 value for Waiting phase was 0.100±0.079; Hit 629 

phase was 0.160±0.090; and Lick phase was 0.086±0.076, whereas the R2 values for target-630 

shuffled dataset were: Wait, 0.003±0.003; Hit, 0.011±0.018; Lick, 0.009±0.012. These results 631 

suggest that, while the correlations are not high – possibly because each session has 632 

multiple and changing target locations, because mice were not yet expert in the task, or 633 

because mice change their whisking strategy as the target location changes-- mice do 634 

indeed learn to position their whiskers to the target position.  635 

There was a trial phase dependent component to these effects. The R2 values were 636 

significantly larger for the Hit phase than for the Wait phase (*p=0.038, Wilcoxon signed 637 

rank test with Holm-Bonferroni correction), implying that the whisker movements during 638 

the Hit phase reflected the variability of target positions more than the whisker positions 639 

during the Wait phase. But there were no significant differences between the Hit and Lick 640 

phases (p=0.082) or the Wait and Lick phases (p=0.182).  641 
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In order to examine the behavioral strategy of the mice in greater detail, we 642 

computed the fraction of target position variance explained by variance of set points and 643 

variance in whisking amplitude.  The shuffled set-point position R2 value was subtracted 644 

from actual R2 value, to generate the fraction of target position variance explained by set 645 

points during the Wait phase (0.077±0.080), the Hit phase (0.118±0.095) and the Lick phase 646 

(0.052±0.073). Following a similar manipulation for the whisking amplitude, the fraction of 647 

target position variance explained by variance in the whisking amplitude was 0.015±0.017 in 648 

the Wait phase, 0.033±0.035 in the Hit phase and 0.037±0.058 in the Lick phase.  649 

In both the Wait and the Hit phases the set points explained more of the target 650 

position variability, than the whisking amplitude did (Figure 6F, black versus gray plots) 651 

(Wait, *p=0.016; Hit, *p=0.041, Wilcoxon signed rank test).  There was no significant 652 

difference in the variance explained by the two parameters for the Lick phase (p=0.182).  653 

Additionally, the set point during the Hit phase explained a significantly greater 654 

portion of the variance than it did in the Wait or Lick phases (Figure 6F, black plots, Hit vs 655 

Wait, *p=0.033; Hit vs Lick, *p=0.013, Wilcoxon signed rank test with Holm-Bonferroni 656 

correction).  This observation was consistent with the plot of the whisker position slopes in 657 

the different behavioral phases (Figure 6D, left). There was no similar significant effect for 658 

the amplitude of whisking (Figure 6F, gray plots) (Wait vs Hit, p=0.547; Hit vs Lick, p=0.722; 659 

Wait vs Lick, p=0.572, Wilcoxon signed-rank test with Holm-Bonferroni correction). Taken 660 

together, these results indicate that mice learn to position their whiskers to the target, and 661 

they primarily adjust the set-points in the Wait and the Hit phases.  662 
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Discussion 663 

Here we have established real-time tracking of whisker position that can be used to 664 

generate feedback at low latency, i.e. within 2 ms. In doing so we have created a virtual 665 

feedback environment, one in which the movement of whiskers to particular locations in 666 

space elicits reward. Mice respond to changes in the invisible target-locations by changing 667 

positions of their whiskers. In principle, whisker movement or movement of any part of the 668 

body-- to any and all points in space around the animal -- can be used to rotate real or 669 

virtual platforms and to deliver optogenetic stimuli to the brain. 670 

 671 

Comparison to existing real-time approaches 672 

 Creating a virtual feedback space around the animal requires fast and flexible 673 

behavioral tracking and feedback from the movement sequences. One state of the art 674 

strategy for tracking behavior is to use DeepLabCut (Mathis et al., 2018). With some 675 

training, the algorithm can be used to track the movement of any part of the body, but to 676 

date the real-time latency for tracking behavior with DeepLabCut ranges around 90 677 

milliseconds including acquisition latency (Forys et al., 2018), or 50 milliseconds without 678 

accounting for the time necessary for acquiring a video frame (Štih et al., 2019). Another 679 

state-of-the-art approach is to use Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) to compute 680 

object positions frame-by-frame, but these methods are computationally costly and so far 681 

have not been deployed in real time (Guo et al., 2015).   682 

A common alternative to the marker-less approaches is to use markers. When 683 

markers are applied to the body, individual parts of body can be tracked with both temporal 684 

and spatial precision. Markers have been used in a variety of settings including in 685 
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cinematics, sports medicine, and robotics (Marey, 1883; Winter et al., 1972; Jarret et al., 686 

1976) and have been deployed in real-time applications (Michael et al., 2010). Motion 687 

tracking with markers consists of affixing a light-reflective or light-emitting spherical marker 688 

on a part of the body and estimating the location of the marker in three-dimensions, at sub-689 

millimeter spatial accuracy (Cappozzo et al., 2005). Spatial and temporal estimation based 690 

on conventional or depth-sensing videography can be rapid, with fast tracking speeds and 691 

latencies as short as 1.5 ms (Muro-de-la-Herran et al., 2014). When these markers are 692 

combined with wearable sensors, e.g. accelerometers and magnetic sensors, they can have 693 

an update rate of more than 1 kHz (Sabatini, 2011).  694 

These marker based methods have also been used in animals, including mice 695 

(Bélanger et al., 1996; Leblond et al., 2003; Abbas and Masip Rodo, 2019). Markers have 696 

been used to track mouse whiskers off-line in 3-Dimensions using multiple high-speed 697 

cameras (Snigdha et al., 2011), or to track mouse reaching behavior in real-time at 10 ms 698 

latency (Becker and Person, 2018). Because reflective markers are often too large to be 699 

affixed onto multiple body parts of small animals, methods that employ painting or dying 700 

have also been developed for off-line tracking of rat whisking (Rigosa et al., 2017) or real-701 

time tracking of fruit fly locomotion at 80 Hz (Kain et al., 2013). One inexpensive, easy to use 702 

paint-based real-time method is the use of color tracking with a cheap Pixy camera that 703 

works at a temporal resolution of ~30 milliseconds (Nashaat et al., 2017).  704 

Yet another approach for fast feedback is to use CCD arrays (Bermejo et al., 1998) or 705 

photodiodes receiving infrared laser beam positioned at single predetermined points in 706 

space (O’Connor et al., 2013) for tracking movement. These sensors detect events almost as 707 

rapidly as they occur, but the approaches are less flexible than those described above. In 708 
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addition, in the case of CCD arrays especially for the more slender mouse whiskers, a light 709 

weight marker has to be affixed to whiskers to enhance their detectability.    710 

In contrast to these other approaches, the neuromorphic camera-based FastEvent 711 

system achieves fidelity of tracking, comparable to that achieved with offline, high-speed 712 

camera-based tracking, and it generates feedback rapidly within 2 ms.  Currently, we use 713 

inexpensive Arduino systems to control the input and output, but the feed-back time may 714 

be reduced even further by changing the input output control of the driver boards. Another 715 

important advantage of the FastEvent system is its capability of online configuration. The 716 

graphical functionality of the jAER code makes it possible to set and reset the region of 717 

interest and the target region online while the animal is performing the task.  718 

 719 

Algorithmic considerations 720 

Our FastEvent system achieved the real-time low-latency feedback principally 721 

because of the following two factors. The first factor is the design of the DVS neuromorphic 722 

camera. Its sensor units work on the principle of the retina as luminance change detectors, 723 

and it can transmit information about motion in the field of view in a compressed, frameless 724 

representation. The use of event-based neuromorphic cameras such as DVS cameras thus 725 

helps increase the transmission and computation efficiency. The second reason for the low 726 

latency is based on simple assumptions that we make in tracking 1) there is only one object 727 

to track in the field of view, and that 2) the tracked object appears consistently in the field 728 

of view, even if its shape and size change in the course of imaging. These assumptions led us 729 

to implement a center-of-mass approach.  730 
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While our algorithm is simple enough to run within tens of microseconds on a 731 

standard PC, it is not suitable for tracking the pose of an animal, or tracking the movement 732 

of multiple body parts simultaneously (Mathis et al., 2018), or tracking the curvature of a 733 

whisker at a point of contact (Huet et al., 2015).  Some of these limitations of our system 734 

can potentially be overcome by implementing additional more complex real-time 735 

computations. Many machine vision studies using DVS cameras report that it is possible to 736 

rapidly extract different image features from the field of view (Conradt et al., 2009; 737 

Grompone von Gioi et al., 2012; Lagorce et al., 2015; Vasco et al., 2016; Mueggler et al., 738 

2017; Everding and Conradt, 2018). But as the complexity of computations increases, the 739 

time taken to track in real time increases, and it may therefore become necessary to pre-740 

compute the computationally expensive calculations (Lagorce et al., 2015).   741 

Note additionally, that in our experiments with the plucked whisker we achieved 742 

sub-millimeter accuracy. But in experiments with awake animals, our accuracy for locating a 743 

whisker was on the order of a millimeter. One possible explanation for this difference in 744 

performance is that in the awake behaving animal, there is interference -- there is 745 

movement of other – from the non-labeled whiskers. This type of contamination can be 746 

limited by 1) removing the source of potential contamination e.g. by trimming other 747 

whiskers, 2) enhancing the luminance of the object of interest e.g. by using the UV paint 748 

(Nashaat et al., 2017) as well as 3) selecting the ROI to track objects. Alternatively, imposing 749 

some spatial constraints on the update of tracked positions in MeanTracker could be used 750 

to distinguish the object of interest from the irrelevant objects. 751 

The image-processing approach for providing a feedback based on object positions 752 

may at first seem to be an overkill, compared with more conventional approaches such as 753 
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the use of photodiodes (Bermejo et al., 1996; Bermejo et al., 1998; O’Connor et al., 2013). 754 

But the FastEvent system provides the experimenter with more freedom and flexibility in 755 

the experimental design. For example, with this approach it is possible to reset the ROI for 756 

object tracking, while also resetting the virtual target regions during a behavioral session. 757 

This feature allows more variation in the experimental design, i.e. precise rules for 758 

rewarding mice or for optogenetic stimulation. The pixel array-based design of the 759 

neuromorphic camera makes it possible to generate a dense map of the animal’s behavioral 760 

strategy by changing the virtual target position pixel by pixel while monitoring the neural 761 

and behavioral activity. Lastly, the position of the virtual target can be controlled 762 

dynamically in the course of an experiment, in accordance with the animal’s behavioral 763 

state.  The FastEvent system thus provides an efficient method for fine-tuning the 764 

experimental design easily, rapidly and flexibly.  765 

 Real-time tracking approaches like the one we have described here can be used to 766 

generate patterned stimulation of the brain, or to move real and virtual environments 767 

around animals. We expect this tool set to be deployed and used to study the rapid 768 

reconfiguring of activity in neural circuits as animals adapt to a dynamically changing 769 

environment.  770 
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Figure legends 890 
 891 
Figure 1:  Real-time whisker tracking and triggering with a neuromorphic camera. (A) 892 

Overview of the FastEvent system. A whisker of an awake head-fixed animal was tracked 893 

using a DVS camera. In order to enhance contrast for post-hoc and realtime trackings, the 894 

tracked whisker was painted with UV paint (magenta) and illuminated with a UV light. The 895 

behavior of the animal was recorded with the DVS camera, and a second color camera 896 

recording at 200–300 FPS was used as a reference. The data from the neuromorphic camera 897 

was sent to the PC in the form of a series of “events” and was then preconditioned. In the 898 

preconditioning step, the region of interest (ROI) was clipped, hot-pixels were removed, and 899 

noise was reduced with the aid of a graphical user interface, jAER (dotted-line box), that is 900 

supplied with the camera. The jAER was customized to estimate object position and 901 

generate triggers based on the location of an object (green boxes). Briefly, object positions 902 

were estimated by computing weighted averages of the events inside the ROI. The distance 903 

between the estimated whisker position and the “target region” (not shown) was monitored 904 

and transmitted to a custom-made independent service program i.e. the “FastEventServer”. 905 

The FastEventServer drove TTL output from a designated board. (B) The neuromorphic 906 

camera detects motion of the vibrissae. Single representative frames derived from different 907 

time points of behavior are shown from a high-speed camera (top panels). For images from 908 

a DVS camera (bottom panels), events that occurred within the ~20 ms period were 909 

integrated and displayed. Scale bars, 5 mm. 910 

 911 

Figure 2. Real-time whisker tracking in artificial settings and in awake mice. The motion of a 912 

plucked whisker attached to the arm of a servo motor sweeping at ~0.1 to ~12 Hz, was 913 
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tracked using a high-speed camera post-hoc tracking (blue) and was simultaneously tracked 914 

with the FastEvent real-time tracking system (orange) using different integration time 915 

constants. (A) Representative angular positions from different sweep frequencies. Data are 916 

shown for 300 μs and 1 ms integration time constants. (B) The radii of motion detected by  917 

both tracking methods. Error bars for the FastEvent system corresponding to the 2.5- and 918 

the 97.5- percentiles of the data. (C) Effects of changing the integration time constants on 919 

the gain of the angular motion detected with the real-time system. The regression curves 920 

for 100, 300 and 1000 microsecond integration time constants, are generated by fitting 921 

Butterworth filter characteristics to the observed values. (D) Effects of integration time on 922 

RMS error. The moment-to-moment positional RMS error was averaged and plotted for 923 

individual sweep frequencies, and for each integration time constant. Once the realtime 924 

FastEvent system settles on a correct frequency of motion, it can track whisker position at   925 

~0.3 mm accuracy. (E-H) Tracking of whisker motion from awake animals. (E) Whisker-926 

position traces were derived from a high-speed camera (blue) and the DVS neuromorphic 927 

camera (orange) in awake head fixed mice.  Whisker positions were recorded 928 

simultaneously with both cameras for 1 min, and aligned post hoc. (F) Wavelet (i.e. time-929 

varying) power spectra. The offline high-speed camera and the neuromorphic camera 930 

tracked the whisker similarly, suggesting that the DVS camera tracked whisker dynamics 931 

precisely in real-time.  The power spectra were generated from the traces shown in E. (G) 932 

Plot of the RMS error for the offline and real time data. The medians and 2.5- and 97.5- 933 

percentiles across 4 sessions are shown. The black point above the plot represents the 934 

grand average (Mean), and the error bars are the standard deviations, 0.674±1.235 mm. (H) 935 

Plot of the difference in phase for data analyzed offline and acquired in real time. The plot 936 
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represents the mean±standard deviation in phase differences across the 1–30 Hz frequency 937 

range. Histograms from 4 sessions (2 sessions each for 2 animals) were averaged. The black 938 

point and the gray error bars indicate the grand average and standard deviations, 20.0±27.3 939 

degrees. 940 

 941 

Figure 3. Real-time, low-latency triggers generated by whisker position. (A) Schematic of the 942 

behavioral experiment. Whisking behavior of awake, freely-whisking head-fixed animals was 943 

recorded using the DVS camera. After processing on the host computer, TTL pulses were 944 

generated based on whisker position. These pulses were injected back into the auxiliary TTL 945 

port of the DVS camera (magenta), which in turn reported pulses on the same time base as 946 

the motion-related events. (B) Comparison of internal trigger (blue) and actual trigger 947 

generation (magenta). Whisker positions were estimated in real-time, and shown at the 948 

bottom (black, solid line). An arbitrary position threshold (blue, dotted line) was set for the 949 

session, and at any location above this position a TTL-high level was generated (region 950 

shaded blue). To estimate the round-trip latency, the timing of the output detected by the 951 

program (Position evaluation, blue rectangles) and the timing of the TTL pulses detected at 952 

the DVS camera (Triggers, orange rectangles) were compared post hoc. (C) Timestamp-953 

based estimation of round-trip latency, plotted as histograms. Latency distributions for ON 954 

events (the whisker going into the target, TTL low to high; top panel) and OFF events (going 955 

out of the target, TTL high to low; bottom panel) are examined separately. Most of the 956 

triggers were generated within 2.5 ms (mode of histograms, ~1.6 ms). (D) External 957 

recording-based estimation of trigger latency. To generate exactly timed motion, two LEDs 958 

flashed in alternations at 4 Hz (left, bottom). This flickering was captured by the DVS (left, 959 
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top). Command signals to the LEDs (right, gray and black traces) and generated triggers from 960 

the DVS (right, blue traces) were recorded. (E) Comparison of timestamp- and external 961 

recording-based estimation of trigger latency. Because of the latency to luminance event 962 

generation, timestamp-based estimation resulted in slightly shorter latencies (N=502 ON 963 

events; timestamp-based, 1.19±0.23 ms, external recording-based, 1.29±0.17 ms). 964 

 965 

Figure 4. Mice associate sensory feedback with whisking. (A) Schematic of the setup. The 966 

mouse was head-fixed with one of its whiskers being dabbed with UV paint. A buzzer 967 

(brown) was placed around the setup, and a 568 nm LED (green) was set in the animal’s 968 

visual field. The water spout (gray) was positioned to deliver water reward and to monitor 969 

the animal’s lick behavior. A virtual target region (magenta) was placed around the 970 

sweeping region of the painted whisker. The position of the virtual target was adjusted 971 

during individual sessions using the FastEvent system. (B) Behavioral task. The task is a 972 

multisensory association task, where the animal waits until it receives both auditory (brown) 973 

and visual (green) cues at the same time. The animal reports its sensation by a lick on the 974 

spout, which triggers reward delivery (2–5 μL water). (C) Passive paradigm. In the passive 975 

paradigm, both auditory and visual cues were controlled by the task controller. In this 976 

paradigm, whisk events (Trigger, magenta), generated when whisking behavior reached the 977 

target position, were monitored and recorded, but were not reported back to the animal. 978 

Sensory cues, trigger events and licks are shown in the raster display above the trace of 979 

whisker position. (D) Active paradigm. In the active paradigm, the visual cue is generated by 980 

feedback of whisk events (Trigger) when the painted whisker goes into the virtual target 981 

region.  The auditory cue is controlled by the task controller.  Whisker positions in (C) and 982 
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(D) across sessions and trials were aligned by their base whisker position (the median 983 

position of the whisker during the initial 30 seconds of each session without engagement to 984 

any behavioral tasks).  (E) Profiles of threshold crossing (whisk) events based on whisker-985 

position. Events that triggered an output event during successful trials are selected and trial-986 

wise distributions of frequency of whisk events during the auditory-cued period (left) and 987 

the latency to the initial whisk events from the onset of the auditory cue (right) were 988 

plotted as cumulative histograms. For calculation of frequency, we first performed post-hoc 989 

debouncing procedures so that whisk events had an interval of at least 20 ms. Only trials 990 

with more than two whisk events were used for this analysis. The average inter-event 991 

intervals were inverted to compute the event frequency. Compared to those in the passive 992 

paradigm (black), trials in the active paradigm (blue) were found to have significantly more 993 

frequent threshold crossing events (p=1.32 x 10-26, Kormogorov–Smirnov test; N=236 994 

passive vs. 646 active trials from 6–7 sessions each for 2 animals), with a lower latency to 995 

the auditory cue onset (p=2.81 x 10-74, KS test; N=337 passive vs. 1479 active trials from 6–7 996 

sessions each for 2 animals). (F) Latency of lick response from the onset of the visual cue 997 

during the auditory-cued period of successful trials. Cumulative histograms were generated 998 

for the active (blue) and the passive (black) paradigms. The latency was significantly smaller 999 

for trials in the active paradigm than those in the passive paradigm (p=8.84 x 10-23, KS test; 1000 

N=337 passive vs. 1479 active trials from 6–7 sessions each for 2 animals).  1001 

 1002 

Figure 5. Behavioral responses to changing target positions. (A) Psychometric responses to 1003 

changing target positions. The distribution of whisker positions in the initial 30 second 1004 

period of the session is plotted as a histogram (gray).  The distribution is from a period 1005 
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during the spontaneous whisking epoch, when there was no task.  The success rates for 1006 

mice positioning their whiskers in the course of the Active task, that required mice to 1007 

position their whiskers to target locations, are plotted as lines (black in the foreground).  1008 

Note that the virtual target regions were changed randomly after every 6-12 trials. The 1009 

same target regions could appear multiple times intermittently. The x axis for the black 1010 

lines, the plot of success rates, corresponds to the target position. The dotted lines 1011 

represent the target positions used in (B)–(D), with the number on the line indicating the 1012 

corresponding target position. (B) The third, fourth and sixth successful trials of whisking 1013 

behavior when the target position was varied during a single session are plotted here. (C) 1014 

Distribution of whisker positions during different behavioral phases of each trial. A 1015 

histogram is generated for each representative trial shown in (B). The three behavioral 1016 

phases include those before the animal whisks to the target (Wait), in approach to the 1017 

target (Hit), and after obtaining reward (Lick). (D) Histograms of whisker distributions 1018 

averaged across trials throughout the single session. The mode of the distributions of 1019 

whisker position as the animal approached the target (Hit) correlated with the virtual target 1020 

positions. 1021 

 1022 

Figure 6. Strategy of whisker positioning with respect to changing target positions. (A) 1023 

Computation of upper and lower bounds of whisker positions during each successful trial. 1024 

Lower and upper bounds of high speed-tracked whisker positions were computed using a 1025 

100 ms radius sliding window. (B) Linear regression of the upper and lower bound related to 1026 

changes in target position. Each dot corresponds to a target position and is the average 1027 

value of lower or upper bounds during each of the behavioral phases. There was a shift in 1028 
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the envelope of whisker positions as the target position moved further away. (C) Linear 1029 

regression of whisking amplitude with respect to changing target positions.  Data is from the 1030 

same session as in (B) and is plotted similarly. Whisking amplitude was computed as the 1031 

difference between lower and upper bounds. (D) Slopes of linear regression of set points 1032 

and whisking amplitudes during different behavioral epochs and phases. Data are from 11 1033 

behavioral sessions in 2 animals. A Mann-Whitney U test was performed to examine if the 1034 

set of slopes for each trial phase were significantly larger than zero (symbols at the bottom; 1035 

***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05). Wilcoxon signed-rank test with Holm-Bonferroni 1036 

correction was used to compare values between pairs of different trial phases (symbols at 1037 

the top; *p<0.05, NS, p>0.05). (E) Multivariate linear regression analysis.  The variance of 1038 

the actual whisker positions (black) explained the variability of target positions more 1039 

effectively than the variance of the shuffled target positions (gray) (symbols at the bottom; 1040 

**p<0.01, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). The variance in Hit phase explained a significantly 1041 

larger portion of the variability in target positions than during the Wait phase (symbols at 1042 

the top; *p<0.05, NS, p>0.05, Wilcoxon signed-rank test with Holm-Bonferroni correction). 1043 

(F) Comparison of regression coefficients for set points (black) and amplitudes (gray). 1044 

Variability of set points were found to explain target variability more than variability of 1045 

amplitudes do, during the Wait and Hit phases (symbols at the bottom; *p<0.05, NS, p>0.05, 1046 

Wilcoxon signed rank test). Variability of set points reflected target variability more during 1047 

the Hit phase than during the Wait or the Lick phases (black symbols at the top; *p<0.05, 1048 

Wilcoxon signed rank test with Holm-Bonferroni correction). There was a tendency for 1049 

amplitude values to increase as the trial proceeded from the Wait through the Hit to the 1050 

Lick phases, but there was no significant difference between them (gray symbols at the top; 1051 
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NS, p>0.05, Wilcoxon signed rank test with Holm-Bonferroni correction). Refer to the main 1052 

text for the exact R2 and p values. 1053 

 1054 

Movie 1.  Real-time tracking of whisker positions of a freely whisking mouse. The setup is as 1055 

described in Figure 2. During the ~3 min session, the animal was head-fixed and allowed to 1056 

whisk freely under a high-speed (270 FPS) and a neuromorphic (DVS) cameras. The crosses 1057 

indicate the estimate of whisker position, the dotted line indicates the virtual target 1058 

position. Changes in colors of signs from white to magenta shows the TTL signal generated 1059 

from the FastEvent system, as it was fed back to the DVS camera (i.e. the timing of real-time 1060 

feedback). Information from the DVS camera was aligned and then down sampled to 1061 

annotate the high-speed video. A 5 second period was used to generate the video.  1062 
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Figure 5  
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Figure 6 
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